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Regional Security Instability Factors Today 
 
Under the current security situation, there are some notable instability factors that threaten Asia 
Pacific regional security.  Those can be classified into two major categories of traditional and 
non-traditional factors. 
 
For traditional factors, first of all, there are two long-confronted structures, such as those in the 
Korean Peninsula and the Taiwan Strait, which still cast the shadows of instability, uncertainty, 
and unpredictability in the region.  The second factor is the rapid build-ups of Chinese military 
power mostly in their naval and air forces, which have the potentials of disrupting regional 
military power balance, as well as military use of space and cyber domain.  The third factor 
involves territorial, religious and ethnic disputes founded on historical controversies.  Especially, 
the territorial disputes over islands in the South China Sea and the East China Sea have the 
potential to develop into armed clashes.  The fourth factor is the confrontational structures over 
marine interests, which are closely related to the territorial disputes over islands.  All these 
factors are likely to present serious effects over the security and stability of the region as a 
whole, as they can obstruct the regional maritime security including vital SLOCs. 
 
Non-traditional factors, on the other hand, are those new factors that become apparent after the 
end of the Cold War.  The fifth factor is the proliferation of the weapons of mass destruction and 
ballistic missiles between North Korea, Pakistan, Iran and other concerned countries mainly 
through regional SLOCs.  The sixth factor is the increased vigor of terrorist activities such as 
bomb attacks, as international terrorist groups’ strengthened ties with other relevant groups in 
and out of the region, mainly targeting the nations with weaker governance, islandal seas and 
remote islands.  This becomes especially apparent after 9.11 terrorist attacks.  The seventh factor 
is the trend of globalizing and reorganizing of unlawful crime activities through oceans, such as 
piracy, narcotic and illegal weapon trades, and human trafficking. 
 
Upon examining these instability factors, we can find some key words common to them.  Among 
of those, the “China Risks” and the “Maritime Security” are the most important keywords for the 
stabilization of the Asia Pacific region as a whole. 
 
China Risks 
 
China’s Hegemonic Maritime Advancement 
 
China has been working on the rapid modernization and enhancement of nuclear weapons, 
ballistic and cruise missiles, air-sea powers, and space and cyber warfare capacities.  In recent 
years, China has been taking the hegemonic behaviors advancing toward the East China Sea, the 
South China Sea, and the Western Pacific Ocean.  Such Chinese assertive advancement toward 
the near seas and the outer oceans backed up by the rapidly enforcing military power, 
specifically causes friction with the concerned countries of the Northeast and the Southeast Asia, 
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and rises to situations hot at times, evoking the vigilance of international and regional 
community. 
 
Historically, aggressive maritime advancement of Chinese navy began in the South China Sea in 
the 1970s, then went to the East China Sea in the 1980s, even then, gradually expanding range 
and its action from the coastal waters to the near seas, and eventually comes to the outer oceans, 
such as the Western Pacific Ocean.  Chinese navy made up its “Near Sea Strategy” in 80s to 
ensure national defense and marine rights.  According to that strategy, Chinese First Island Line 
linking the Nansei Islands, Taiwan, the Philippines, Borneo through Vietnam and was 
formulated to "an absolute island line of defense", including the East China Sea and the South 
China Sea.  Moreover, backed up by the enforcing naval power, China is expanding its defense 
zone toward east, making its Second Island Line linking the Ogasawara (Bonin) Islands, Mariana 
Islands and New Guinea, will be eventually formulated China’s eastern frontier line of the 
"strategic buffer zone" between its First Island Line.  
 
Chinese naval advancement has not stopped in the near seas, such as the South China Sea and the 
East China Sea or the Western Pacific Ocean but continued in other outer seas such as Sea of 
Japan, Indian Ocean, Oceania, or the Southern and the Northern Pacific Ocean where other 
important SLOCs are running through. 
 
History of Chinese Invasion to the South China Sea 
 
Ever since Deng Xiao Ping spoke at the U.N. General Conference in 1974 emphasizing their 
“Resource Nationalism”, China started its invasion of neighboring waters beginning with 
military advancement to the Paracel Islands of then South Vietnam (currently, China, Vietnam 
and Taiwan are claiming territorial rights on these islands).  In 1988, China started to gain a 
practical control of coral reefs of Spratley Islands (currently China, Vietnam, Taiwan, the 
Philippines, Malaysia, and Brunei are claiming territorial rights).  In 1990’s, China started 
advancement toward the eastern South China Sea, building facility on the Mischief Reef, which 
the Philippines are claiming territorial rights.  During the Cold War and the periods immediately 
following the end of the Cold War, the US and the Soviet Union (later Russia) maintained their 
policies of non-interference toward China’s advancement toward these seas. 
 
The changes in their policies and political environment became apparent in late 1990’s.  In 1997, 
the confrontation between China and the Philippines arose over the Scarborough Reef of 
Macclesfield Bank and by autumn of 1998, China built a permanent facility on the disputed 
Mischief Reef.  Against such invading actions, the Philippines and the US found their common 
interests as the Philippines tried to confront China with the support of the US, while the US built 
up stronger realization for the need to deter China’s ambitious military actions, ever since China 
launched ballistic missiles over the Taiwan Strait in 1995 and 1996.  Both the Philippines and the 
US revived their military cooperation in 1998 by signing the “Status of Forces Agreement on 
visiting US Forces.”  When they resumed US-Filipino Joint Drills that had been discontinued 
before, China temporarily ceased such invasive acts toward the seas surrounding the Philippines.   
 
ASEAN countries confronting China over territorial disputes of the islands in the South China 
Sea held several meetings among them as well as practical consultations with Chinese 
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authorities, and developed the “Declaration of the Conduct of Parties in the South China Sea 
(Declaration of Conduct or DOC)” in 2002, with the signature of China.  It was expected that 
this DOC would lead to the legally binding “Code of Conduct” if things would go smoothly.   
 
US-China Cool War involving ASEAN on the South China Sea Issue 
 
At the back of such official movements, the US and China continued to take to military tactics 
over the South China Sea.  In 2001, an incident occurred when US Navy’s EP-3, electronic 
reconnaissance airplane, had minor collision with F-8 fighter jet of Chinese Navy, while 
patrolling over the South China Sea and had to make emergency landing to the Chinese Naval 
Base on Hai Nan Island.  In 2009, the US Navy’s sonar surveillance ship, Impeccable, which was 
said to be in the middle of a mission to collect information on Chinese nuclear submarines, had 
its navigation interfered by five Chinese navy ships encircling the Impeccable. 
 
In fact, the South China Sea is not only the seas with many confrontations between China and 
neighboring countries over territories and marine interests, but also it is the stage of “US-China 
Cool War”, which is a chilly war between the US and China over the demonstration of their 
presences, and the collection of military information, unlike the serious militarily confrontational 
relation during the “Cold War.”  As in the cases of Taiwan and Tibet, China considers the South 
China Sea as “core interest area” (according to the talk of Zai Bing Guo, Chinese State 
Councilor, during “US-China Strategic and Economic Dialogue” held in March 2010) and has 
deployed nuclear submarines and large naval surface ships to Sanya Base of Hainan Island to 
make the South China Sea as “Sanctuary.”  The US, on the other hand, considers that it is US’s 
“national interest” to secure “freedom of navigation” in the South China Sea, especially the 
freedom to conduct military information collection activities by naval ships and to demonstrate 
presences (according to the talk of Secretary of State Clinton during ARF Ministerial Meeting 
held in July 2010).  Therefore, the South China Sea seems to provide the shadowy stage for 
military confrontation between these two countries from time to time. 
 
Since the talk of Secretary Clinton, China avoided any multilateral talks on the South China Sea 
issues involving the US, and made obvious efforts to seek diplomatic solutions through the 
“bilateral” talks.  In 2010 and 2011, China frequently instigated several incidents over territorial 
disputes with the Philippines and Vietnam again, with China taking forceful acts.  Against such 
acts taken by China, the relevant parties of the Philippines and Vietnam started to strengthen the 
relationship with the US.  During the foreign ministerial talks held in June 2011, both 
governments of the US and the Philippines agreed to extend the application of US-the 
Philippines Mutual Defense Agreement made in 1951 to any “emergencies in the South China 
Sea” with the US supporting the equipment built up and modernization of the Filipino Armed 
Forces.  Both navies held joint drill around the South-West area of the Philippines, and the US 
provided one newest ship of the US Coast Guard to the Filipino Navy.  The governments of the 
US and Vietnam entered into an agreement to strengthen cooperative relationships and in July of 
2011, both navies held a joint drill near Danang in central Vietnam. 
 
Recent Security Situation around the South China Sea 
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In view of the reactions from the Philippines and Vietnam, the Chinese Government 
strengthened their efforts to seek resolution of these issues through bilateral diplomatic talks.  In 
other words, China use both hard and soft approaches of pressing diplomatic pressures to these 
countries with weaker powers in politics, military and economy, in order to solve the issues to 
Chinese advantages.  As China took to such moves toward “defeating individually”, ASEAN 
countries shifted their tactics to join forces through multilateral talks.  Ever since Secretary 
Clinton’s talk at ARF in 2010, the ASEAN countries shared opportunities to gradually develop 
coordination among parties, such as the expanded ASEAN Defense Ministerial Meeting 
(ADMM+) and other multilateral talks. 
 
During the series of summit meetings with ASEAN countries that focused on the South China 
Sea issues, the US steadfastly maintained the posture of seeking freedoms in the South China 
Sea, Japan cooperated with the US by emphasizing the need of multilateral talks on maritime 
security, and ASEAN countries joined forces in confrontation with the China, thereby isolating 
China in these talks.  China, despising any multilateral talks on these issues, made every effort to 
split ASEAN countries to regain its positions in these talks.  During ASEAN meetings in late 
2012, China successfully prevented the adoption of the proposed “Code of Conduct (COC)” on 
the South China Sea, with the help of Chair country, Cambodia, which was inclined to be on the 
side of China. 
 
In short, China declined at the various ASEAN meetings in 2012 to agree on a start to 
discussions aimed at establishing a COC, and there was no real progress in China-ASEAN 
consultations on the South China Sea.  Starting from around the installation of a new Chinese 
Communist Party leadership team, after these ASEAN meetings in 2012, China seems to have its 
offensive on the South China Sea with added vigor.  There appears to be little likelihood of early 
reduction in tensions between China and the concerned parties in ASEAN, and future China-
ASEAN consultations are likely to experience rough going.   
 
The “Cool War” between the US and China is likely to continue, involving ASEAN countries 
and Japan. 
 
China’s “Flip-Flop” Tactics in the South China Sea and the East China Sea 
 
Considering the pattern of China’s past conduct in forcible maritime advancement in near seas, 
China often tried to shift attentions of the international community to the East China Sea by 
instigating the incidents there, when China’s forceful conducts to seek hegemony in the South 
China Sea drew too much attention, or vice versa.  While drawing attentions on the delimitation 
of the EEZ/Continental Shelves or the Senkaku Islands issue in the East China Sea, China built 
up the accomplished facts of illegal occupation and facility building on the disputed islands in 
the South China Sea.  At present, China’s hegemonic conduct over the seas is temporarily gone 
down in the South China Sea, while becoming more apparent in the East China Sea. 
 
Reflecting on China’s past conduct of maritime hegemonic advancement in the South China Sea, 
their advancement started with illegal activities of Chinese fishermen in the disputed waters, 
probably with tacit consent of Chinese government.  Once their activities resulted in the conflicts 
with other countries having weaker naval forces, powerful Chinese state-owned vessels of State 
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Oceanic Administration (SOA) and Fishery Department, or even navy ships in some cases, 
conducted threatening acts by navigating the area under the name of protecting fishermen.  If 
there was any power void among superpowers or any political turmoil or deadlock in other 
countries, China would occupy some islands and/or coral reefs.  If the reactions to such conduct 
were weaker, then China would escalate their conducts, first by building some military facilities 
such as monitoring spots airports, piers etc., also under the name of protecting fishermen.  
Eventually, they would station military troops, deploy military forces and conduct further 
threatening acts.   
 
In order to prevent similar conducts arisen in the East China Sea, Japan is taking very patient, 
cautious but resolute counteracts to confront China’s coercive actions over the issue of the 
Senkaku Islands.  There is no doubt that the Senkaku Islands are clearly an inherent part of the 
territory of Japan, in light of historical facts and based upon international law, the Islands are 
under the valid control of Japan.  There exists no issue to territorial sovereignty to be resolved 
concerning the Senkaku Islands.  In 1895, the Senkaku Islands were incorporated into Okinawa 
Prefecture through a Cabinet decision of GOJ.  Under the San Francisco Peace Treaty of 1951, 
Japan renounced Taiwan, leaving the Senkaku Islands under the territorial sovereignty of Japan 
and neither China nor Taiwan raised any objections.  It was not until 1971, after potential oil 
reserves were identified in the region that China and Taiwan abruptly began to argue “territorial 
sovereignty” over the Senkaku Islands.   
 
Since then, China made repeatedly unlawful acts against Japan around the Senkaku Islands.  At 
last, China has demonstrated extremely strong and coercive actions to Japan on the issue of the 
Senkaku Islands, since September of 2012.  Following the Japanese Government’s decision to 
transfer ownership of these islands from a Japanese private owner, Chinese state-owned vessels 
have roamed the sea near these islands and have repeatedly made intrusions into Japan’s 
territorial waters, in an apparent attempt to erode Japan’s effective control over the island group.  
Subsequently, China violated Japanese airspace as well, when a fixed wing aircraft operated by 
the CMS (Chinese Marine Surveillance) of SOA made an aerial incursion above the Senkaku 
Islands.  Further Chinese intrusions by sea and air are likely to continue, sparking concern that 
unexpected contingencies could result.   
 
At the recent Shangri-la Dialogue, Defense Secretary Hagel said the US would resist “any 
coercive attempts to alter status quo” in seas off Chinese coasts, including the Japanese-
administered Senkaku Islands.  While the confrontation between the US and China in the South 
China Sea has been staying in the “Cool War” involving Japan and ASEAN, the confrontation 
between Japan and China over the East China Sea is becoming nearly the “Cooler War” 
involving the US.   
 
For Taiwan, a Japan-Taiwan fishing pact, which sets a joint fishing zone within Japan's EEZ 
around the Senkaku Islands, went into effect very recently, disconnecting the territorial issue.  
This political decision is welcomed by both Japanese and Taiwanese sides. 
 
Maritime Security Coalition 
 
Importance of Maritime Security Cooperation in “Broad SLOC” 
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Needless to say, the “Maritime Security” is both important to regional security and economy.  
The regional economy including Japan has developed with, and is largely dependent on; the 
maritime transportation using secured the “Broad SLOC” or “closely unified and linked SLOCs, 
extending through Indian and Pacific Ocean and Oceania.”  Especially oil resources that are 
indispensable for existence and prosperity of Japan and region are largely dependent on the 
security of the lengthy and broad SLOCs, connecting Indian Ocean, Malacca-Singapore Strait, 
South China Sea and East China Sea.  Hence these SLOCs, a part of the “Broad SLOC”, are 
literally the lifelines of the region.  The Malacca-Singapore Strait is in fact the “gate of the 
lifeline for the Southeast and Northeast Asian countries” including Japan, making it in a way the 
“Achilles’ tendon” in the world economy.  Annually about 50,000 ships, more than a quarter of 
world’s maritime cargo shipment, and about one half of entire trade volumes of Japan and 
regional countries navigate through this Strait.  Considering only the tanker shipments, about 
50% of world’s tankers and about 85% of oil tankers navigating from the Middle East region to 
the Northeast Asia goes through Malacca-Singapore Strait.  
 
As in the case of the East China Sea, the South China Sea is geographically located at the vital 
cross section of “South-North Expanded Asia” and East-West Expanded Asia.  In terms of 
maritime security, the South China Sea is a very important place, geopolitically and strategically, 
within the “Broad SLOC”.   
 
To ensure the maritime security in the Asia Pacific region is, in itself, certainly important for 
regional economy and security but SLOCs do not end in one single region.  As the regional 
trades in the Asia-Pacific region, Indian Ocean region, and Oceania region continue to grow in 
recent years.  Securing the maritime security of the “Broad SLOC”, sensible regional countries 
need to cooperate together, while carefully considering the “China Risks” mentioned before.  
Among these countries, the regional stakeholders, such as the US, Japan, Australia and India 
should cooperate together to ensure maritime security of the “Broad SLOC.” 
 
Among of the stakeholders, the US and Japan should have relatively important roles on this task.  
The US-Japan alliance is fundamentally a Maritime Alliance in the past, at present, and in the 
foreseeable future.  Looking at the current security environment, however, it is obviously not 
possible for either US alone, or Japan-US alliance alone to secure entire “Broad SLOC.”  It is 
indicated that both Japan and the US need to cooperate with other reliable maritime powers in 
pursuit of a new framework to secure the security of SLOCs.  For this, Australia or India is 
expected to take more important roles.   
 
Australia has been increasing amount of energy, resource and foods supply to the Northeast 
Asian countries, such as uranium, coal, natural gas, iron ore, rare earth or meat, while India has 
been rapidly growing economy led by IT industry, the regions increasingly recognize, especially, 
the importance of the “Broad SLOC”, extending far beyond the Asia Pacific region toward the 
neighboring waters of Oceania and Indian Ocean region. 
 
In light of the trend of Chinese hegemonic maritime advancement mentioned before, the other 
regional players other than the US, Japan, Australia and India, such as ROK, Taiwan or Russia 
and some members of ASEAN may need to cooperate bilateral or multilaterally on the regional 
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maritime security together.  The most important security relationship would be trilateral 
relationship among Japan-US-Australia in the North-South Expanded Asia and Japan-US-India 
in the East-West Expanded Asia; formulating the foundation for these countries to jointly 
cooperate and share burden as the driving force of a robust framework for the regional maritime 
security. 
 
Maritime Security Coalition 
 
The “Trilateral Maritime Semi-Alliance” of Japan-US-Australia, should be a voluntary 
“Maritime Security Coalition” covering the “North-South Expanded Asia” in the Asia-Pacific, 
Oceania, and South Pacific.  While the ”Trilateral Maritime Partnership” of Japan-US-India 
should take responsibilities as the core responsible parties of a voluntary “Maritime Security 
Coalition” covering the broad seas of the “East-West Expanded Asia” in the Indian Ocean and 
Asia Pacific region.  In the future, such coalitions should become a core of the “seamless and 
unified broader voluntary maritime security coalition” or, ”Web of the Maritime Security 
Coalition” to cover “Broad SLOC” of the whole regions, and ultimately to become a core of the 
“global voluntary maritime security coalition.” 
 
Here the “Maritime Security Coalition” is defined as the “broader regional nation-to-nation 
coalition with the objective to maintain and secure safe and free use of oceans from the peace 
time to emergency and war situation.”  This kind of coalition does not necessarily require the 
entry into force of an international agreement, treaty or convention, but can be a multi-national 
network (web) based on mutual confidence with common concepts. 
 
Therefore, it is basically possible to enter into relationship of “coalition” with any coastal 
countries as long as they can share the common objectives.  In building such global or broader 
regional maritime coalition, each member nation is required to take a responsible role 
proportionate to the features of the nation or the region.  How to take responsibility may differ 
from a country to a country, and each country can decide on what they can contribute within 
their intention and capabilities. 
 
One precondition for accession to such Maritime Security Coalition will be whether a nation can 
share three basic Marine Interests with other countries.  Those are, in the maritime domain: (i) to 
cooperate in maintaining the security of the region from peace time as well as in emergency or 
crisis (co-existence); (ii) to cooperate and to prosper together in the commerce and trades as well 
as marine resource development (co-prosperity), and (iii) to sincerely pursue the conservation 
and development of various benefits which the seas can provide in terms of marine environment 
protection and marine resource control (co-value).   
 
In short, the basic requirement to join the coalition is that “a nation has no severe dispute over 
marine interests or territories, economic conflicts, or objections toward environmental 
conservation or the development of marine resources.”  Even if there is a seed of dispute, to 
build a coalition among nations that allow fair and democratic way of solving disputes is 
essential for maintaining the coalition.  More importantly, the coalition needs to be built on the 
action principle of each participant as “public goods,” which is based on the common sense of 
democracy.  
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“Responsible Stakeholders” for Maritime Security Coalition 
 
Each Japan, the US, Australia and India holds very positive and eager will to be a “Responsible 
Stakeholder” for “Maritime Security Coalition” in the region. 
 
For Japan, the current National Defense Program Guideline (NDPG) was adopted in December 
2010, and NDPG calls for the development of “Dynamic Defense Force” that has readiness, 
mobility, flexibility, sustainability, and versatility, and is reinforced by advanced technology 
based on the latest trends in the levels of military technology and intelligence capabilities.  The 
concept of this “Dynamic Defense Force” focuses on fulfilling the roles of the defense force 
through SDF operations.  Based on this NDPG, JMSDF is strongly striding toward advanced 
combination, collaboration, cooperation, and association with other regional sensible maritime 
powers, such as the US, Australia and India, taking into accounts the security of SLOCs, while 
developing the strategy, promoting the defense build-up for JMSDF.  Prime Minister Abe 
requested to review current NDPG by the end of 2013, seeking for more robust defense 
capability of Japan. 
 
For the US, the Obama administration that was formed in 2009 has already announced its 
national security and defense policies by releasing documents such as the National Security 
Strategy (NSS) or the QDR.  In January 2012, the Obama administration released a new defense 
strategic guidance.  This guidance indicates that the US seeks the security of the nation, allies 
and partners; the prosperity that flows from an open and free international economic system; and 
a just and sustainable international order where the rights and responsibilities of nations and 
peoples are upheld.   
 
From 2011 to 2012 the Obama administration clearly announced the “Asia-Pacific Rebalancing” 
policy, signifying the centrality of the Asia-Pacific region in its foreign and security policy.  As 
part of this effort, the administration is strengthening its ties with regional countries, while also 
implementing a review of US forces posture.  The high-ranking US government officials actively 
toured South Asian countries such as the Philippines, Vietnam, Indonesia and India.  The Obama 
administration has indicated that it will also continue to place importance on maritime security, 
and has shown indicated interest in finding a peaceful resolution to territorial disputes in the 
South China Sea, as well as the East China Sea... 
   
For Australia, in May 2009, it released the defense white paper titled “Defending Australia in the 
Asia Pacific Century: Force 2030” for the first time in nine years since 2000, which presented 
national defense policies for the period to 2030 based on a strategic outlook for the future.  In 
August 2012, Australia’s Minister of the Defense Smith delivered a speech at a Sydney-based 
think tank, in which he pointed out that a “Historic Shift” is arising in Australia’s strategic 
environment.  Australia is employing in order to effectively deal with the “Historic Shift” has 
been its goal of further enhancing engagements in the Asia-Pacific region.  Toward that end, the 
Gillard government has been reviewing the Australian military’s bases and international 
engagements through the Force Posture Review.  Also Australia has been working with countries 
in the Asia-Pacific region, including the island states of the South Pacific, and other regional 
countries such as Indonesia.  While strengthening its engagements with the Asia-Pacific region 
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under the recognition of the “Historical Shift” in the region, Australia describes Japan as its 
“closest partner in Asia,” and is increasingly placing high importance on the security and defense 
cooperation between the two countries.  At the recent Shangri-la Dialogue, Defense Minister 
Onodera met with his US and Australia counterparts and exchanged opinions on common 
strategic objectives including “Freedom of Navigation” in SLOCs.  
 
For India, it has been promoting multifaceted bilateral security and defense cooperation.  Two 
forms of cooperation can be observed; one oriented toward classical defense cooperation, 
primarily cooperation in military equipment and hardware, the other through cooperative 
military-to-military relations, with its Navy as the main proponent.  With Chinese influence 
growing in the region since the mid-2000s, India has been accelerating its security and defense 
cooperation with the members of ASEAN.  In the Annual Report of the Ministry of Defense of 
India published in May 2011 indicates that the security situation in East Asia underlines the need 
for initiatives for building trust and confidence in the region.  Furthermore, India’s policy is to 
encourage and participate in cooperative approaches to ensure that the critical SLOCs in the 
region are kept open, secure and free for navigation and defense aircraft.   
 
Just a week ago, Prime Minister Abe and visiting Indian Prime Minister Singh confirmed a 
stronger security alliance between the two countries in the talks.  They decided to conduct joint 
drills with the JMSDF and the Indian Navy on a regular basis.  The two leaders also agreed to 
establish a joint working group for the possible export of the JMSDF US-2 rescue aircraft to 
India.  To avoid infringing on Japan’s three principles on arms exports, the government will 
study exporting the aircrafts after they have been put to private use.  They also noted the 
successful outcomes achieved during the “2+2” dialogue as well as the trilateral dialogue 
between Japan, India and the US. 
 
Web of Maritime Security Coalition 
 
As previously mentioned, it will be the best to create a coalition among the US allied or partners 
(in other words, among sensible maritime countries that share the same three indicators of co-
existence, co-prosperity, and co-value), then add the regional sensible maritime powers that can 
fulfill these three indicator conditions and the action principle as “public goods.”  
 
First of all, it is urgently needed to develop voluntary “Maritime Security Coalition”, inviting 
regional sensible maritime powers, centered around the “Trilateral Maritime Semi-alliance” of 
Japan-US-Australia which is taking a role to secure vast SLOCs through the  “North-South 
Expanded Asia” extending from the Northeast and the Southeast Asia, and the Western Pacific to 
Oceania, as well as the “Trilateral Maritime Partnership” of Japan-US-India to ensure the 
security of the lengthy SLOCs through the “East-West Expanded Asia” extending from the 
South of Suez Canal (or East of Cape of Hope) to Southeast and Northeast Asia, since these 
SLOCs are the most important and occasionally vulnerable among “Broad SLOC.”  Under this 
fundamental structure, if other sensible maritime powers are to join this coalition, it will boost 
the creation of the voluntary “Web of Maritime Security Coalition.” 
 
For the “Web of Maritime Security Coalition”, it is important to build global coalition with other 
global sensible maritime powers eventually.  It is certainly possible to build a “Web of Global 
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Maritime Security Coalition” that is founded on freedom and democracy, and shares common 
indices of “co-existence”, “co-prosperity”, and “co-value”, mainly by voluntary coalition 
centered around the US in the regions adjacent to broadly unified SLOCs, such as the coalition 
with Canada in East Pacific, Turkey, France and Italy in the Mediterranean Sea, the UK in the 
North Atlantic Ocean, Germany and others in the European seas, and Russia and others in the 
Arctic Sea. 
 
In case of Japan, the initiative of the “Web of Maritime Security Coalition” coincides with the 
“Arc of Freedom and Prosperity” proposed by the then Foreign Minister Aso, now the Financial 
Minster, and the “coalition of nations based on common values” stated by the then Prime 
Minister Abe, now the Prime Minster.  
 
Conclusion 
 
For the moment, voluntary Trilateral “Maritime Security Coalitions”, such as those of Japan-US-
Australia and Japan-US-India can ensure the security of SLOCs, and in the future, opportunities 
may arise to develop voluntary “Web of Maritime Security Coalition” through the efforts of 
relevant countries to unify voluntary coalitions, ultimately, a “Web of Global Maritime Security 
Coalition.”  
 
Nonetheless, it is necessary to take every opportunity and every channel of diplomacy and 
defense connecting regional countries, such as direct intergovernmental dialogues to realize all 
of the above.  Moreover, it is also important to continue the existing regional security talks such 
as ARF, EAS, existing naval dialogue framework such as International Sea Power Symposium 
(ISS), Western Pacific Naval Symposium (WPNS) and IONS (Indian Ocean Naval Symposium) 
or forum of many joint dialogues between global and regional private and public sectors such as 
those involving major security or maritime security think-tank institutes, while each government 
is to actively use the outcome of these forum, and makes efforts, at every possible opportunity, to 
develop mutual confidence between the navies or other maritime forces of regional coastal 
countries. 


